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Editorial
Dear friends and colleagues,
2017 has been a very positive year for eco-union
with short-term achievements and long-term accomplishments.
On the short-term, we have consolidated our technical team with the recruitment of a communication officer to support our institutional relationships and advocacy campaigns. Content-wise,
we have been publishing three major policy reports on key issues for the Mediterranean region:
Sustainable Tourism (for Plan Bleu), Blue Economy
(for the Union for the Mediterranean) and Green
Finance (with the European Institute of the Mediterranean and MAVA foundation).
On the long term, we were elected board member
of the European Environmental Bureau (EEB), the
green voice of the civil society to the European
Union. We also became affiliated with Green Budget Europe, an innovative platform promoting
greener fiscal policies; as well as with Transport
& Environment, a coalition of NGOs reinventing
mobility patterns in Europe.
Finally, we have been awarded important grants
at European and Spanish level. First, the European Commission is financing the flagship 3-years
research project PROSEU to mainstreaming renewable energy auto-production by consumers
(prosumers). Secondly, thanks to the Spanish Ministry of Environment and Barcelona City Council,
we are launching two policy studies related to
tourism, on the impact of coastal tourism on marine biodiversity and on the sustainability of European urban tourism.
As you can see, 2017 has been a very active year
and 2018 promises to be as exciting!
Jérémie Fosse
President
eco-union
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2017 key numbers
STAFF

NETWORKS

2 full-time
3 part-time
7 interns

(Italy, Spain, USA,
France and Belgium)

PARTNERS

11 memberships
3 national
7 regional
1 global level

WEB

5 thematic experts

17 individual members
4 board members
7 (e)co-workers
BUDGET

147.641 €uros

(+25% from 2016)

1000

visits/month

www.ecounion.eu
www.global-ecoforum.org

SOCIAL MEDIA

12000

followers on Twitter
@ecounion

PROJECTS
1360

5 Core Projects

& initiatives

4

followers on Facebook
@ecounionNGO
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1.Mission, vision and values
The eco-union association was established in 2005
through the initiative of seven individuals founding partners. Its legal form is an environmental
non-profit association, regulated by its Statutes under the Spanish Law 1/2002 on NGOs. eco-union is
registered at the Generalitat of Catalonia with the
ID number 30 656. The Association has its address
at Palau 4, 1-1, 08002 Barcelona (Spain), with the
Spanish Tax Identification Number ES G-63799191.
Its scope of action is both local, national and international, with a particular focus on the Euro-Mediterranean region.
According to its Statutes, the Association aims to
accelerate the transition of the Euro-Mediterranean region towards environmental sustainability,
and in particular:
1. Raise awareness and educate citizens on environmental sustainability
2. Disseminate research, innovation and knowledge on sustainable development
3. Support local, national or international territorial cooperation around sustainability
4. Empower and capacitate civil society actors,
opinion leaders and decision-makers
5. Promote multi-stakeholders partnerships, collaborations and initiatives
6. Act with transparency, inclusiveness and gender
perspective
In order to achieve the above objectives, ecounion has the following means:
•Voluntary contribution by its members and partners
•Subsidies, grants and contracts from public or
private organizations
•Any other legally authorized income for achievement of its social purposes
5
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2. Networks
Network

Geographic scope

Global

National member

Europe ang global

National member

European Union

European Union
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Board Member

Board Member

European Union

National member

European Union

National member

Brief description

The world’s largest
alliance inspiring a
transition to green and
fair economies.

Europe’s largest NGOs
coalition working on
climate and energy issues.

Largest network of environmental citizen organizations in Europe.

Multi-stakeholder platform to promote new
partnerships for Prosperity in Europe.

European
non-profit
expert platform on Environmental Fiscal Reform (EFR)

Environmental groups
and activists working
for sustainable transport policies.
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Network

Geographic scope

Mediterranean

Mediterranean

Statewide

Catalonia

Barcelona City

eco-union role

National member

Brief description

Network of Mediterranean CSOs to enhance
mutual respect between
cultures

Board Member

Federation of Mediterranean NGOs in the
fields of environment
and sustainable development.

National member

More than 400 organisations from the environmental, development cooperation and
science movements

Board Member

Federation of Catalan
environmental NGOs
to promote participation in decision-making
in Catalonia.

Board Member

Sustainability advisory
council of the city of
Barcelona.
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3.Projects
Conferences, workshops and events
Blue eco forum

Mobility eco forum

This forum aimed to reflect on the major socio-ecological, geopolitical and economic
challenges in the Euro-Mediterranean region
through participatory and cross-sectoral activities. Focusing on the Mediterranean Sea as
a source of opportunities for cultural, social,
environmental and economic wealth, it built
on collective and shared reflections towards a
more sustainable and peaceful development
of the Mediterranean region.

This first edition of the Mobility Eco Forum aimed at enriching the reflections and actions on
the transition towards sustainable urban mobility. More specifically, it encouraged constructive discussions on how policies should respond
to environmental, social, and economic challenges such as, climate change, air pollution,
social inclusiveness, and work-life balance.

•Leader: eco-union
•Partners: ENT Foundation, SurfRider
Spain, IUCN
•Issues: Blue economy, marine litter
•Number of participants: 250
•Funders: Barcelona City Council, IEMed, Danone, ecoembes
•Budget*: € 30,000
•Web: www.global-ecoforum.org

*

Budgets are estimations, including in-kind contributions
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•Leader: eco-union
•Partners: CCCB, Forum Vies Mobiles
•Issues: Urban �ourism mobility, city
planning, international tourism
•Number of Participants: 90
•Funders: Tramvia Barcelona
•Budget: € 15,000
•Web: www.global-ecoforum.org
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VILAMON, Responsible Tourism Festival

Eco-union, in collaboration with other NGOs,
organized educational activities aimed at Barcelona citizens on responsible and sustainable
tourism. The main objective was to inform the
public about the negative social and environmental impacts of mass tourism and promote
responsible tourism as an alternative to fast
and ephemeral tourism, particularly on slow
mobility as a travel style.

•Leader: eco-union
•Partners: Posidonia Green Project,
Loom Sustainable Events
•Issues: Responsible tourism, social
innovation, local development
•Funders: Barcelona City Council
•Budget: € 30,000
•Web: www.festivalvilamon.com
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Advocacy, Research and Publications
Blue Economy in the Mediterranean

Green finance in the Mediterranean

This report focuses on the socio-economic
analysis of Blue Economy sectors in the Mediterranean region such as coastal tourism,
maritime transport, fisheries and aquaculture, offshore renewable energy. It highlights
socio-economic opportunities towards a sustainable sea-based economy in the Mediterranean region.

The Green Finance Report analyzes current
strategies, policies and initiatives from major
international financial public and private institutions on climate and green finance in the
Mediterranean countries. It highlights progress, challenges and opportunities towards
sustainable finance in the Mediterranean region.

•Leader: Union for the Mediterranean
•Issues: Blue Economy
•Funder: Union for the Mediterranean
•Budget: 18.000€
•Report: www.ecounion.eu/en/publications/
•Web: www.med-vkc-blueconomy.org
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•Leader: eco-union
•Partners: European Institute of the
Mediterranean
•Issues: Green Finance
•Funders: MAVA Foundation
•Budget: 15.000€
•Report: www.ecounion.eu/en/publications
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Nature and Sustainability: coexisting in
the Mediterranean

This book compiles a selection of papers from
thinkers, researchers and activists from diverse sectors and countries of the Mediterranean
region, aiming to share a multi-disciplinary and
inter-cultural reflection on the links between
environment, progress and well-being in the
Mediterranean.

•Leaders: eco-union & IEMed
•Issues: nature, sustainability
•Budget: own resources
•Book: www.ecounion.eu/en/publications/
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Barcelona Declaration: Facing Marine
litter in the Mediterranean*

In the frame of COP20 for the Barcelona Convention, the Mediterranean institutions and NGOs outlined the Barcelona Commitment facing marine litter in the Mediterranean area for 2025. This current
commitment, coordinated by Surfrider Foundation Europe, Fundació ENT, and eco-union has been
elaborated and approved with the participation of a wide range of stakeholders during the Blue Eco
Forum held in Barcelona on the 24th of November 2017.
+info: www.ecounion.eu/en/advocacy/
*
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Trainings, events and
cooperation
Progress – Professional Trainings on
Urban Green Space Management

The project PROGRESS (Program of professional exchange of management of urban green
spaces) is a European project framed within
ERASMUS + program
The project aims to bring together environmental professionals and actors of urban green
spaces around the design and maintenance of
these spaces. The program consists of sharing
and transmitting experiences, methodologies
and knowledge in different contexts (population, climate, cultures...).
•Leader: Orchis Ingénierie (France)
•Partners: University of Copenhagen,
Good Planet Belgium
•Funders: European Union (Erasmus
Agency), Barcelona City
•Budget: 34,600 euros (eco-union)
•Period of execution: October 2016 - December 2018
•Website: http://progress-project.eu

Citizen Participation in Urban Green
Spaces

This 5-days training, part of the European PROGRESS on Green Urban Spaces Management,
presents experiences, practices and methodologies for citizen participation in urban green
spaces management, with a top-down and bottom-up approach, as social innovation theory
and practice with a blended training methodology, combining master classes, technical visits
and problem resolution in working groups.

•Leader: eco-union
•Partners: UAB (ICTA, IGOP), Pla estel,
Barcelona Ecologia
•Issues: Urban planning, citizens participation, green spaces
•Number of Participants: 20
•Funders: European Commission
(Erasmus +), Barcelona City Council
•Budget: € 10,000
•Web: www.progress-project.eu
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Participations to conferences,
events and workshops
Europe Ambition 2030
23th March 2017
Roma

eco-union was invited by SDG Watch Europe, the European Movement and the Italian
Alliance for Sustainable Development ASvIS
to a workshop and conference on Europe Ambition 2030, an informal group facilitated by
EPE, with the participation of IDDRI, CONAMA,
IUCN, WWF among others, which aims to develop a new narrative of an ‘ambitious Europe’
which puts Europe in position to lead the implementation of the UN-SDG2030 agenda.
+ info: www.epe.be

Climate: Objective Ocean
13th of April 2017
Paris

eco-union was invited to the workshop Climate: Objective Ocean with a thematic session on
marine litter, organized by Green Cross France and the European Spatial Agency in Paris.
Good practices and technical knowledge were
shared between high-level speakers such as
Jean-Michel Cousteau and academic experts.
+ 14
info: gcft.fr/WP/tag/ocean/

Sustainable Urban Tourism Conference
18th and 19th May 2017
Barcelona

eco-union was member of the scientific committee and key speaker of the International
Conference on Sustainable Tourism within the
framework of the New Urban Agenda, organized by the city of Barcelona and the Responsible Tourism Institute. The Barcelona memorandum and Declaration were adopted, seeking
to integrate a Sustainable Development Goals
into the management of urban destinations.
+info: www.responsibletourisminstitute.com/
events/sustainabletourismcities.barcelona/
home.1.html
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Green Finance in the Mediterranean
workshop, 25th May 2017, Barcelona

eco-union and the European Institute of the
Mediterranean organized a technical workshop in Barcelona to discuss and validate the
finding of the research on Green Finance in
the Mediterranean. Around 20 international
experts from diverse institutions participated
among others the EIB, EBRD, CAN, UfM, I4CE
(CDC), SCP/RAC.
+ info: www.medgreeneconomy.org

MEDCOAST International Congress
2nd November 2017
Malta

eco-union was invited by the PAP/RAC Center
and the MedCoast Foundation to the thirteenth biennial MEDCOAST congress held in Malta,
on coastal and marine sciences, engineering,
management and conservation in general and
particularly for the Mediterranean and the
Black Sea. The last Plan Bleu report on Guidelines and Indicators for a Sustainable Blue Economy in the Mediterranean was successfully
presented.
+ info: conference.medcoast.net

A blue Economy for a sustainable
Development Conference, 30-31th of
May 2017, Marseille

Green Finance side-event at UNFCCC
COP23, 11th of November 2017, Bonn

In the framework of the project “A blue economy for a healthy Mediterranean”, Plan Bleu
organized this conference, facilitated by ecounion, to present and discuss the results of the
project on Blue Economy issues in the Mediterranean in order to propose some recommendations and synergies with similar initiatives
and programmes.
+info: planbleu.org/en/event/final-conference-

eco-union, with the support of Energies 2050,
organized a side-event at the COP23 of the UN
Convention on Climate Change, to share and
discuss the outcomes of the new report on
Green Finance in the Mediterranean with international experts and stakeholders such as
the EBRD, EIB, CAN Europe, Energies 2050 and
WWF.
+ info: www.medgreeneconomy.org

blue-economy-healthy-mediterranean
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Eco MedaGreen Summit
23th of November 2017
Barcelona

The Eco MedaGreen Summit, organized by
the Mediterranean Chamber of Business, aims
to merge the interests of the Mediterranean
private sector with environmental values, by
creating greater awareness and finding synergies. eco-union presented its last report on
Green Finance in the Mediterranean as well
participated in the round table on Digital Finance organized by the European Institute of
the Mediterranean.
+ info: www.medaeconomicweek.org
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1st Meetings of the Mediterranean
Climate House
15th and 16th December 2017
Tangier

eco-union was invited by the Tangier region to
participate to the 1st meetings of the Mediterranean Climate House and present the last
findings on Green Economy and Sustainable
Finance, together with other delegates from
major regional institutions such as EPE, UfM,
Avitem, among others.
+ info: www.mmdc-tanger.com
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4.Profit and loss
Estimation at 31-03.18

2017

2016

Operational incomes

65.745,44

71.092,59

Collaboration and Grants

72.840,00

38.750,00

Memberships fees

7.506,00

8.006,00

Extraordinary incomes

1.550,00

INCOMES
Staff wages
Professional services
Products renting
Travel expenses

147.641,44

117.848,59

72.464,43

79.515,37

7.479,50

1.157,00

820,45

2.438,55

15.133,01

10.459,43

Extraordinary expenses

375,00

Direct Expenses

95.897,39

93.945,35

Staff expenses

2.900,00

3.200,00

Office renting

4.677,91

4.524,90

Structural Professional services

1.495,39

1.130,00

871,50

1.369,56

Financial expenses
Insurances

320,18

261,26

13.247,75

4.462,86

578,63

688,08

1.890,82

776,76

838,01

456,84

Repair and other expenses

1.047,05

944,94

Tax expenses

1.203,00

468,00

29.070,24

18.283,20

ORDINARY EXPENSES

124.967,63

112.228,55

ORDINARY BALANCE

22.673,81

5.620,04

Excepcional balance

-3.484,27

-3.440,00

Profit Tax

-4.534,76

-735,76

FINAL BALANCE

14.654,78

1.444,28

Communication & Outreaching
Office supplies
Telecommunication
Office expenses

Structural Expenses
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5. Workplan 2018
Conferences, workshops and
events

Training and cooperation

4 thematic eco-forums on Urban Tourism, Urban Mobility, Climate Change and Green Cities
are planned in Barcelona, increasing the debate with Mediterranean stakeholders and increasing awareness and advocacy impacts.
Organized annually by eco-union in Barcelona,
the eco-forums are high-level, multi-stakeholders and participative events aiming to inspire
and act towards advancing sustainability. Since
2008 they have gathered opinion leaders and
change agents to promote dialogue, innovation and collaboration from key actors of the
Euro-Mediterranean region.

eco-union will organize the 5th and final event
in Barcelona around October 2018. During
these course days, trainings based on green
schools and water management in green spaces will be developed with the participants.
The program will close with a conference under the name Nature City eco-forum. As well,
eco-union will send 5-10 professionals to the
trainings in Brussels and Copenhagen during
2018.
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Research and Advocacy
Green Finance in the Mediterranean

PlanMedTur

The dissemination of the conclusions and recommendation of this flagship report will be
carried out in different forums at national (Madrid, Barcelona), European (Brussels) and Mediterranean level (UfM headquarters).

This research, founded by the Spanish Environmental Ministry (through the Biodiversidad foundation), reviews the impact of coastal
tourism in the Marine environment along the
Levantine-Balear coast (Catalonia, Balearic Islands, Valencia, and Murcia).

PROSEU

Studies in progress:
Sustainable Urban Tourism:
This research, funded by the city of Barcelona,
reviews the quality of public policies and governance of urban tourism in major European
cities.

This 3-years research project funded by the
European Commission through Horizon 2020
starts early 2018 and finish end of 2020. Leaded by the University of Lisboa together with
10 other institutions from 8 European countries, it aims to improve regulatory, economic and technologic solutions to promote the
self-production of renewable energy by citizens, cities and SMEs. eco-union is in charge of
assessing the regulatory framework at national
and European level.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
in the Mediterranean:
This research analyzes the state of implementation of SDGs in the Mediterranean with a focus on trade, governance and civil society role.
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National and international
calls
eco-union is preparing proposals to national
and international calls, among others:
-Observatory of Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) in Mediterranean cities (Barcelona City Council)
-Adaptation of touristic destinations to Climate Change (Fundation Biodiversidad, Barcelona
City Council)

Networks and Public
Incidence
Our presence in the networks will be reinforced by designating network managers, dedicating staff to working groups and collaborating in public campaigns, in particular related
to clean mobility (Transport & Environment),
fossil fuel subsidies (CAN Europe), SDGs in Europe (EPE).
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